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Abstract 

Dihydrogen Hδ+⋅⋅⋅Hδ− bonding that is accepted as an important unconventional hydrogen 

bonding could play a key role in molecular self-assembly of amine boranes. It is with this goal 

in mind that we have studied the behavior of n-dodecylamine borane nC12H25NH2BH3 

(C12AB) dissolved in anhydrous THF. C12AB can be easily synthesized with a purity higher 

than 99% by Lewis acid-base reaction of a BH3 complex with n-dodecylamine nC12H25NH2. It 

is stable when dissolved in THF that is a good solvent of it. However, it is unstable in the 

presence of moisture, readily hydrolyzing and producing water-soluble borates. Molecular 

self-assembly of C12AB has thus to be studied in anhydrous conditions, which allows 

observing by DLS and SAXS-WAXS the formation of core-shell aggregates in anhydrous 

THF. The aggregates consist of about five self-assembling stretched C12AB molecules where 

the NH2BH3 groups are in the core of 3 Å and the alkyl chains in an outer-shell. 
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1. Introduction 

Amine boranes are old compounds. The first to be discovered is ammonia trifluoroborane 

NH3BF3, which was reported in 1809 by Gay-Lussac and Thenard [1]. In 1937, the first amine 

borane-3h, N,N,N-trimethylamine borane N(CH3)3BH3, was reported by Burg and Schlesinger 

[2]. In 1955, the fully-hydrogenated amine borane, ammonia borane NH3BH3 (AB), was 

reported by Shore and Parry [3]. Nowadays, AB is undoubtedly the best known amine borane. 

It “has received disproportionately more attention than any other amine borane due to its 

potential as a hydrogen storage material” [4]. This is still true though other amine boranes 

have been developed for the same application [5]. A few examples are methylamine borane 

[6], ethylenediamine borane [7], 1,2-BN cyclohexane [8], and lithium amidoborane [9]. 

 

The interest in amine boranes goes beyond the hydrogen storage application. Amine boranes 

have been used as pharmacologically active substances [10], reagents in organic and 

organometallic chemistry [11,12], reducing agents [13], monomers of linear or cross-linked 

polymers [14], and precursors of ceramic thin films [15]. The reader is invited to refer to two 

outstanding reviews to have a complete picture of these uses [4,16]. 

 

Alkylamine boranes such as nCxH2x+1NH2BH3 (denoted AAB) are the simplest derivatives of 

AB where the NH3 of AB is substituted by an alkylamine nCxH2x+1NH2. The lightest AAB is 

methylamine borane CH3NH2BH3. It was discovered in the same time as AB [17], together 

with the ethyl, n-propyl and n-butyl compounds [18]. In the recent years, methylamine borane 

has been considered as a potential hydrogen storage material [6], as well as monomer of 

polyaminoborane [19] and precursor of B-C-N thin film [20]. In comparison, the ethylamine 

and n-propylamine boranes have received very little attention [4,16]. The n-butylamine 

borane was found to dehydropolymerize into a high-molecular-weight polyaminoborane 

(405,000 g mol−1) [21]. To our knowledge, n-pentylamine borane has not been reported yet. 

The n-hexylamine borane was studied as precursor of N-substituted borazines [22], and more 

recently as a high energy density AB-based fuel [23]. Recently, we initiated a new work 

dealing with new AABs, one of the first being made of the n-dodecyl chain nC12H25. We 

expected that the addition of BH3 to nC12H25NH2 would lead to occurrence of dihydrogen 

Hδ+⋅⋅⋅Hδ− bonds between the NH2BH3 groups. 
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Dihydrogen Hδ+⋅⋅⋅Hδ− bonding has a central role in the chemistry of amine boranes and, 

though applied in a limited way, they may be applied in molecular self-assembly [24]. It is 

with this goal in mind that we investigated the behavior of n-dodecylamine borane 

nC12H25NH2BH3 (denoted as C12AB). It is worth mentioning that n-dodecylamine 

nC12H25NH2 (denoted as C12A) is known as a neutral surfactant, and it was recently reported 

to allow nanostructuration of sodium borohydride NaBH4 thanks to the steric hindrance of the 

alkyl chain and the occurrence of dihydrogen Hδ+⋅⋅⋅Hδ− bonds between its NH2 head and the 

BH4 entities [25]. Herein, we focus on the synthesis, stability against hydrolysis, and self-

assembly of the borane derivative C12AB dissolved in THF. 

 

 

2. Materials and methods 

We used the following chemicals: n-dodecylamine nC12H25NH2 (≥99%, from Sigma-Aldrich; 

C12A), borane dimethyl sulfide complex (CH3)2SBH3 (2.0 M in THF, from Sigma-Aldrich), 

anhydrous THF (≥99.9%, from Sigma-Aldrich), and THF-d8 (99.5%, water <0.05%, from 

Eurisotop). 

 

We synthesized n-dodecylamine borane nC12H25NH2BH3 (C12AB) by Lewis acid-base 

reaction, more specifically by substitution of the ligand (a Lewis base) of the BH3 complex: 

(CH3)2SBH3 + nC12H25NH2 → nC12H25NH2BH3 + (CH3)2S    (1) 

Typically, 0.93 g of C12A was mixed with 2.625 mL of the (CH3)2SBH3 solution (in molar 

excess of 5%) in a flask inside an argon-filled glove box (MBraun M200B, O2 and H2O < 0.1 

ppm). The mixture was stirred for 24 h at 500 rpm, under argon atmosphere and at 22 °C. The 

THF and the by-product (CH3)2S were removed under vacuum at ambient temperature. We 

recovered a white solid (1 g) and transferred it into the glove box. 

 

We analyzed C12AB by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Bruker Avance III HD 400 MHz, BBOF 

probe) as well as by 11B NMR spectroscopy (Bruker Avance III 500 MHz, CP-BBO 

cryoprobe), by Raman spectroscopy (confocal microspectrometer Labram HR, Jobin-Yvon, 

calibration performed using a silicon wafer at the theoretical wavenumber 521 cm−1, argon-

krypton-ion laser beam with a wavelength of 647.1 nm, power of 20-100 mW), and by FTIR 

spectroscopy (IS50 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 64 scans, resolution of 4 cm−1). In parallel, we 

performed geometry optimization, NMR calculations, and vibrational analysis by using the 
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Gaussian 09 software. We determined the molecular structure of C12AB by density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations. We used the gas phase geometry optimization of the Gibbs free 

energy using B3LYP hybrid density functional with 6-311(++)G(2d,p) basis set at 298.15 K. 

 

We used the inverted-burette method to measure the volume of H2 generated by hydrolysis of 

C12AB (100 mg). Typically, 100 mg of C12AB was transferred in Schlenk tube-like flask 

under argon atmosphere, and the flask was connected to an inverted burette filled with water 

colored in blue. We set the reaction temperature at 30 or 40 °C. The H2 evolution started upon 

the injection of 5 mL of deionized water in the reactor. We followed the H2 evolution for 1 h. 

 

We measured the hydrodynamic size and polydispersity of the C12AB aggregates by using 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) at fixed scattering angle (θ = 90°). We performed the light 

scattering experiments by using an Amtec-goniometer equipped with a green laser with 

wavelength λ = 532.5 nm. Here q is the scattering vector; it is given by 4πnλ−1sin(θ/2), with n 

the solvent refractive index and θ the scattering angle. We performed the measurements at the 

same incident light intensity (the laser power was set at 70 mW).  

 

SAXS-WAXS experiments were performed on a home-built SAXS camera at the Institut de 

Chimie Séparative de Marcoule (ICSM). The setup involves a molybdenum source delivering 

a 1 mm large circular beam of energy 17.4keV. Monochromation is performed using a Fox-

2D multishell mirror, and collimation of the beam is achieved using 2 sets of “scatterless” 

slits, which turn out to be crucial for the quantification of weak scattering near the beam-stop, 

together with precise monitoring of the transmission of the sample and solvents used as 

reference. The scattering pattern is recorded using a MAR345 two dimensional imaging plate 

with typical durations of 1h. The measurements were performed in transmission geometry, in 

2 mm glass capillaries. 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Molecular analysis of C12AB 

C12A is a clear and colorless liquid, whereas C12AB is a white solid. We analyzed them by 
1H NMR spectroscopy (THF-d8, 25 °C):  
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• C12A (δ in ppm): 0.91 (3H, t, 6.7 Hz, CH3), 1.3 (18H, s broad, CH2), 1.39 (2H, m, 6.6 

Hz, CH2CH2N), 2.58 (2H, t, 6.6 Hz, CH2N). 

• C12AB (δ in ppm): 0.5-2 (3H, m, BH3), 0.91 (3H, t, 6.6 Hz, CH3), 1.31 (18H, s broad, 

CH2), 1.55 (2H, m, 7.3 Hz, CH2CH2N), 2.61 (2H, quint, 7.3 Hz, CH2N), 3.91 (2H, s 

broad, NH2). 

These 1H NMR data reveal three differences that proves the formation of a B−N bond, thus 

the production of C12AB [26]. Indeed, there is an additional shielded signal between 0.6 and 

2 ppm due to the resonance of BH3, the signal belonging to the beta CH2 of C12AB is 

downfield (1.55 versus 1.39 ppm), and a singlet due to NH2 bound to BH3 has appeared at 

3.91 ppm. We then determined the purity of C12AB as being higher than 99% (Eq. 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Raman spectrum of C12AB: experimental (bottom) and calculated (top). 

 

We then analyzed the C12AB white solid by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy, and indexed 

each of the signals. The Raman spectrum (Figure 1) shows vibrational bands due to C−H, 

C−C, C−N, N−H, B−N, and B−H bonds [27,28], which is consistent with the molecular 

structure of C12AB. The Raman spectrum is besides consistent with the FTIR spectrum 

(Figure 2). Both spectra are in line with the elaboration of C12AB. 
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Figure 2. FTIR spectrum of C12AB: experimental (bottom) and calculated (top). 

 

3.2. Stability of C12AB in solution 

We studied the stability of C12AB (0.01 M) dissolved in THF-d8 by 11B NMR spectroscopy. 

The analysis was undergone on the freshly prepared solution (Figure 3, curve labelled day 0). 

There is a single signal, a quartet located at δ −21 ppm (1JBH 106 Hz) due to the resonance of 

BH3 of C12AB, in good agreement with the calculated signal (δ −24.6 ppm, 1JBH 100 Hz). 

The solution was then kept sealed to be analyzed 1 day and 30 days afterwards (Figure 3). 

The spectrum recorded at day 1 shows the quartet of BH3 at δ −19.2 ppm as well as two other 

signals of low intensity, a broad one at δ +20.4 ppm and another one at δ +1.5 ppm. These 

two additional signals are typical of borates, especially of tetrahedral BO4 and trigonal BO3 

groups [29]. The signals were integrated, and the borates constitute 8% of the detected 

molecules. They much likely formed by hydrolysis of BH3 because of the water (<0.05%) 

present in THF-d8. The hydrolysis has certainly occurred as follows: 

nC12H25NH2BH3 + 3H2O → nC12H25NH2 + B(OH)3 + 3H2     (2) 

nC12H25NH2 + B(OH)3 + H2O → nC12H25NH3
+ + B(OH)4

−     (3) 

The spectrum recorded at day 30 is comparable to that recorded at day 1. The signals were 

integrated, and the borates still constitute 8% of the detected molecules. Further hydrolysis 

did not take place between day 1 and day 30. This indicates that C12AB is stable in THF. 
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Figure 3. 11B NMR spectra of C12AB (0.01 M) dissolved in THF-d8 (water content of <0.05%), 
recorded at day 0 (freshly prepared solution), day 1 and day 30. 

 

We then repeated the experiments while adding some extra deionized water in order to have 3 

equivalents of H2O for 1 equivalent of C12AB (i.e. 1 H2O per Hδ− of BH3). Hydrolysis took 

place immediately, as evidenced by the 11B NMR recorded shortly after the addition of H2O 

into the C12AB solution (Figure 4). The singlet of high intensity located at δ +20 ppm is 

confirming the formation of B(OH)3 by hydrolysis of C12AB (Eq. 3). This signal and the one 

due to BH3 of C12AB at δ −19.5 ppm were integrated. B(OH)3 was found to represent 25% of 

the detected molecules. The solution (kept sealed overnight) was analyzed again after 17 h. 

There is no difference between the two spectra, indicating that no change occurred. The 

signals were integrated, and B(OH)3 still represents 25% of the detected molecules. Further 

hydrolysis did not take place. 
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Figure 4. 11B NMR spectra of C12AB (0.01 M) dissolved in THF-d8 and to which H2O (0.03 M) was 
added, recorded a few moments after preparation and after 17 h. 

 

C12AB is thus not stable in the presence of water. We verified this result by measuring the 

volume of H2 generated when 1 equivalent of C12AB was put into contact with 553 

equivalents of H2O (i.e. 0.1 M C12AB). We performed a first experiment at 30 °C and a 

second one at 40 °C. The H2 evolution curves (Figure 5) give rise to the following four 

observations. First, the hydrolysis starts immediately after C12AB has been into contact with 

H2O. Second, the H2 evolution follows a logarithmic-like growth: at 30 °C, the H2 generation 

rate gradually decreases from 2.6 to <0.1 mL min−1. Third, the conversion of C12AB is 

partial, being for example of 43% after 1 h of reaction at 30 °C. Fourth, the increase of the 

temperature improves both the kinetics of H2 generation (e.g. with 3.3 mL min−1 at the 

beginning of the reaction) and the conversion after 1 h (50%). We then looked the vial 

containing the spent fuel recovered upon the reaction performed at 30 °C (inset picture in 

Figure 5). We witnessed two phases that consisted of the water and a hydrophobic solid 

(mixture of unreacted C12AB and the hydrolysis product C12A; Eq. 3), and we concluded 

that the hydrolysis reaction took place at the interface between the water surface and the 
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supernatant. This helped in understanding the reasons of the observations listed above. 

Finally, we analyzed a fraction of the water phase by 11B NMR, which was done for the spent 

fuels obtained at 30 and 40 °C. The spectra (Figure 6) show only one signal at δ 19.1-19.3 

ppm which is due to water-soluble B(OH)3 (Eq. 3). 

 

 

Figure 5. H2 evolution curves for the hydrolysis of C12AB (0.1 M) in pure water performed at 30 
(purple color) and 40 °C (orange color), over 1 h. The theoretical volumes corresponding to the 

release of 1, 2 and 3 moles of H2 are indicated in the inside part of the left axis of the graph. The inset 
picture shows the vial containing the spent fuel recovered upon the reaction performed at 30 °C (100 

mg C12AB in 5 mL H2O), the spent fuel consisting of the water at the bottom of the vial and a 
supernatant white solid at the surface due to unreacted C12AB and C12A as product. 

 

3.3. Self-assembly of C12AB in anhydrous THF 

The dissolution of C12AB in anhydrous THF was studied by DLS. The mass concentration of 

C12AB was 1000 mg L−1. The g2-1 autocorrelation of C12AB as a function of the decay time 

τ, as well as that of C12A (for comparison), are shown in Figure 7. No autocorrelation was 

detected, indicating that C12AB and C12A, both with a mass concentration of 1000 mg L−1, 

are well dissolved in THF. It is worth mentioning that DLS measurements at higher 

concentrations have not been possible due to the high turbidity of the solutions. Hence, the 

result obtained at 1000 mg L−1 represented a suitable starting point for further studies 

requiring the dissolution of C12AB in a good solvent like anhydrous THF. 
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Figure 6. 11B NMR spectra of the spent fuel (supernatant-free) after 1 h of hydrolysis of C12AB at 30 
(purple color) and 40 °C (orange color), evidencing the formation of B(OH)3 by hydrolysis. 

 

We prepared five THF solutions of C12AB having mass concentrations of 0.1, 10, 25, 50 and 

1000 mg L−1. We then performed SAXS-WAXS experiments at room temperature (23 °C) in 

order to identify the concentration regime at which aggregates may form (Figure 8). The 

broad peak at high angles (q = 13.73 nm−1) corresponds to the response of THF. Here, we 

have plotted the data in logarithmic scale to emphasize the regime between 0.1 and 5 nm−1, 

where signals due to globular aggregates of typically 2 to 50 molecules form. Within this 

regime, there is an intensification of the signal with the increase of the mass concentration up 

to 1000 mg L−1. Though the signal is weak, it can be attributed to small aggregates with a 

radius of 3 Å, as found with the help of the Guinier approximation (Figure 9). Since the 

electron density contrast between THF and the alkyl chain of the C12AB molecules is poor, 

we believe that the aggregates observed with X rays are due to the self-assembly of the 

NH2BH3 groups via dihydrogen Hδ+⋅⋅⋅Hδ− bonding. This result suggests that the C12AB 

molecules self-assemble into core-shell aggregates with the NH2BH3 groups in the core and 

the alkyl chain in an outer-shell. Considering the molecular volume of C12AB of 429 Å3 and 

applying the Tanford formulae [30] to discriminate the molecular volumes of the C12AB’s 

alkyl chain and NH2BH3 group (405 Å3 and 24 Å3 respectively), we estimated that each 

aggregate is formed with about five C12AB molecules (Figure 10). This core size R of 3 Å is 

also consistent with the estimated size of a fully stretched C12AB molecule with all-trans 
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conformation of 17 ± 1 Å. This is, to our knowledge, the first evidence of molecular self-

assembly of an n-alkylamine borane dissolved in THF.  

 

 

Figure 7. DLS measurements: signal from C12A (black color) and C12AB (1000 mg L−1 in anhydrous 
THF) (red color). 

 

 

Figure 8. SAXS-WAXS measurements of C12AB in THF as a function of different concentrations (c = 

0.1, 10, 25, 50 and 1000 mg L−1); 23 °C. 
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Figure 9. Guinier estimation of the radius formed by the self-assembled C12AB in THF. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Illustration of the C12AB aggregates formed in THF. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

As discussed above, we focused on the synthesis and characterization of C12AB as well as on 

its stability against hydrolysis and its dihydrogen Hδ+⋅⋅⋅Hδ− bonding-driven self-assembly. In a 

first step, C12AB, a white solid, was synthesized by Lewis acid-base reaction involving 
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(CH3)2SBH3 in anhydrous THF and the colorless liquid-state C12A, under argon and at 22 °C. 

C12AB was produced with a purity higher than 99%. In a second step, the stability of C12AB 

dissolved in THF was studied. It is stable unless the solvent contains moisture. It indeed reacts 

with H2O by hydrolysis, resulting in the formation of water-soluble borates. C12AB has thus 

to be stored and handled in anhydrous conditions. In a third step, we investigated the 

formation of aggregates by self-assembly of C12AB in anhydrous THF which is a good 

solvent of it. Core-shell aggregates form. They consist of about five self-assembling stretched 

C12AB molecules where the NH2BH3 groups are in the core of 3 Å and the alkyl chains in an 

outer-shell. In conclusion, our results evidence the occurrence of dihydrogen Hδ+⋅⋅⋅Hδ− 

bonding between the C12AB molecules in anhydrous THF towards the formation of core-

shell aggregates. This could be applied to the synthesis of advanced nanostructured materials 

[24]. Works are in progress. 
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